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[00:00] Some of you, maybe many of you, or maybe all of you. 
 

[00:03] I got a message on EKU. 
 

[00:07] then before we start today, [? 00:09] 
 

[00:10] ask what question? Explain.  
 

[00:15] Because repeatable, recordable attendancy.  
 

[00:20] Both engage in mastery goals to develop over time various interest, 
independence.  
 

[00:25] First requirement, why?  
 

[00:29] In interest steers, and explained that, as a one person.  
 

[00:35] And the other one, if you watch the video that just played of any 
commentary you want to all about ask about it, on every comment. 
  

[00:44] So how about mastery goals first? 
 

   



 

[00:49] To think about the agenda, can you explain it or become...  
 

[00:53] Uhh...how much [?00:54] 
 

[00:55] I'm not sure every... 
 

[00:56] Let's, let's take it for granted that it's, in fact, [?01:00] 
 

[01:08] (Students speaking) Firstly, I want to say that mastery goal… mastery 
goal would be in....really interest.  
 

[01:19] (Students speaking) Because mastery goal... 
 

[01:21] (Students speaking) What if it says the main characteristic of mastery 
goal is focusing on task itself and enlightening its value as much as interesting as 
they expect. 
 

[01:33] (Students speaking) And by doing so, they find, they try to find their 
improvements through these tasks. So.. 
 

[01:45] (Professor speaking) There are two explanations. 
 

[01:46] So let me ask which one is probably explains data better 
 

[01:49] I have mastery goals to read this chapter, learn all I can about to 
development of [?01:56] 
 

[01:57] And one explanation is .. 
 

[01:59] by getting in into the task, I discover, it's valuable, it's interesting..  
 

[02:05] It's valuable and it's repeatedly produced... 
 

[02:05] I didn't know this is so interesting. 
 

[02:11] I didn't know that poetry would be important and the task becomes way 
interesting   
 

[02:16] because your target of aware of its properties. 
 

[02:21] And we didn't know before we over and over look at it, somewhat 
important. 

   



 

 
[02:25] The other explanation, however, was something about yourself.  

 
[02:28] So I interrupted you to forget their useless [?02:32] confidence, hence 

about yourself. 
 

[02:36] Because the progress that you were making. 
 

[02:39] Sorry to interrupt you, but how about the second question? 
 

[02:40] (Student speaking) Oh. In explains, it's... 
 

[02:44] (Professor speaking) It's not the task. 
 

[02:45] It's perception of itself.  
 

[02:49] (Student speaking) So you mean that's why mastery goal draw more 
interest? 
 

[03:00] (Student speaking) I agree with your [?03:01] 
 

[03:03] (Professor speaking) No, you said how does [?03:04] repeated, and the 
explanation was the task was interesting. 
 

[03:09] I just didn't notice it.  
 

[03:11] And the mastery goal allow me to reveal what I didn't know it was. 
 

[03:15] And "Wow! What you understand is awkward but I'm into it. 
 

[03:20] I didn't know that before." 
 

[03:23] Why it's kind of important? 
 

[03:31] You'll... or you'll say that it's my fault interrupting. 
 

[03:34] But I wanted to explain... 
 

[03:37] (Students speaking) It's okay. 
 

[03:39] (Professor speaking) Why not try? 
  

   



 

[03:41] We've got one explanation.  
 

[03:44] Where does this power attract the tasks? 
 

[03:47] Actually .. 
 

[03:56] (Students speaking) Because uh...the explanation, 
 

[03:59] (Professor speaking) What explanation? 
 

[03:00] (Student speaking) 안 들립니다. 
 

[04:45] (Professor speaking) If you have the chance to go to the article, 
 

[04:48] you get to the end of the article of.. I think study 3. 
 

[04:53] That is short, very strong for interest-predicting goal, not the other way 
around.  
 

[04:59] The question that I ask you is why would the adoption of commitment 
mastery goal lead over time to the development of interest. 
 

[05:09] Well, it's another phenomenon. 
 

[05:11] Why would the pre-existing interest forward people toward to mastery 
goals? 
 

[05:15] Over tribute effect, if you look at the [?05:18] studies, the second effect, 
 

[05:20] it's a part of class, 45? 
 

[05:23] What page is it? 
 

[05:25] (Students answering) 48. 
 

[05:26] (Professor speaking) 48, all right. 
 

[05:27] Educational research is pretty strong, worth for it. 
 

[05:36] (Students speaking) I think the first theory stands because if you look at 
the definition of mastery goals [?05:42] 

 

   



 

[05:47] (Students speaking) And also another aspect is to focus on the 
development on complexity of ourselves. 
 

[05:54] (Students speaking) And the way we lived past, they would, they call 
that. [?05:57] 
 

[06:05] (Students speaking) I think they become devalued than the past things, 
 

[06:07] (Students speaking) and then it turns out [?06:10], most self, and past 
itself. [?06:13] 
 

[06:23] (Professor speaking) Aren't you saw two explanations and I bet the 
most of the studies out there support those explanation. 
 

[06:30] First, I didn't know that the task was so interesting, 
 

[06:32] another one is perceptions of confidence or mastery itself, and 
associated tasks [?06:36] 
  

[06:43] Personal rules, personal confidence, I like those two. 
 

[06:49] [?06:49], it effects psychological incept of perspective.  
 

[06:56] There are perceptional confidence however the importance the train 
leaves.  
 

[07:04] Actually there is the third one, a pretty complicated, but it's just 
development I think,  
 

[07:10] so third explanation, however, [?07:11] interesting, it reveals itself, or 
person thinks pleasure, perceptional confidence. 
 

[07:21] As the third explanation is you get more task involved. 
 

[07:26] What you can take your confidence kind of for granted. 
 

[07:30] It's just kind of the way out of initial activity, 
 

[07:32] but if you doing that has for a while, 
 

[07:34] I tried to learn a language, what you give for the good at is, 
 

   



 

[07:36] I don't know, not my confidence anymore. 
  

[07:38] And you can really get into the task, 
 

[07:42] you loses that flow, you loses it itself, and evaluation of itself and the 
distractions go away.  
 

[07:51] You no longer care what another people think, you are not going to pay 
attention to TV or the weather. 
 

[07:56] and you are fully just focus on the task.  
 

[07:59] And there's something, this is what the focus researchers are 
interested,  
 

[08:03] by not worried about absence, or social concerns, or valuable concerns,  
 

[08:09] or life and just absorbing yourself with the flow of the task itself.  
 

[08:15] It's the experience is involved. [?08:20] 
 

[08:24] There's some benefit. 
 

[08:25] There's, actually, all sort of research on,  
 

[08:27] Whenever you do the task, or you pay attention to yourself, the more 
versatile it is.  
 

[08:33] [?08:33] about this research. 
 

[08:34] It makes you focus on itself. 
 

[08:38] It's kind of psychologically [?8:38]  
 

[08:40] As I said, neuro, neuroscience research  
 

[08:42] there's the third, there's the nuerological research on intellects,  
 

[08:48] and ask processes ,that, all that , just freak out your focus on this 
different styles [?08:55] 
 

[09:02] (Student speaking) There really is interface with, for instance,[?09:08]? 

   



 

 
[09:08] (Professor speaking) It's kind of, like uh, the first one, the second one, 

and the interactions. 
 

[09:16] But there's an explanation about the loss of orientation. 
 

[09:21] Of the loss of social concerns. 
 

[09:23] Of the loss of, simply, the, the flow of the people called verge of ex-
awareness. 
 

[09:31] Loss of time.   
 

[09:34] It's a [?09:36] of time-leap, subconsciousness, 
 

[09:38] the loss of [?09:40] flow characteristics, 
 

[09:42] and that's the different part from confident itself. 
 

[09:46] So the task is so interesting, the experience of confidence, personal 
growth  
 

[09:52] and the loss of subconsciousness, social concerns for [?09:58]. 
 

[10:00] The focus or intention.  
 

[10:06] Is that tell you main thing more than you did know about the nature of 
interest itself?  
  

[10:12] Does it remember our goal is to understand all different phenomenon 
and development of it. 
 

[10:17] Does that you any insights about how you can develop interest and 
yourself early.  
 

[10:26] Is that help you working?  
 

[10:30] (Students speaking) [?10:30] itself, but the concepts of the mastered 
study are very, more, slow.  
 

[10:42] (Students speaking) Maybe, maybe provided with interesting task, 
because a mastery goal is, 

   



 

 
[10:52] (Students speaking) mastery goal can be produced, or induced by 

environments.  
 

[10:57] (Students speaking) Mastery goal constructs or... 
 

[11:01] (Students speaking) that's [?11:02]  
 

[11:05] (Students speaking) it's very important, very important mastery goal 
object, 
 

[11:08] (Students speaking) so if mastery goal stands, find more, a few more 
interest, even the task 
 

[11:17] (Students speaking) than, that help, helps it adopt mastery goals 
through the environments might be more effect than just interesting tasks in any 
context. [?11:30] 
 

[11:38] (Professor speaking) The good two part of strategy. 
 

[11:41] Part one, it is really great lesson in help people [?11:45] other people. 
 

[11:46] The first thing to do is to give people interesting things to do. 
 

[11:49] If you want to motivate them, that's a great a great leader, that's a great 
start.  
 

[11:51] It's the real art about the activities for ask people to do, and to give 
interesting things to do. [?11:57] 
 

[12:03] And the second way is the context. 
 

[12:07] Students often surprise.  
 

[12:08] They sign up for one class that they think would be really interesting, 
for the lots of reasons,  
 

[12:14] and another [?12:15] interesting,  
 

[12:16] But all these courses of semesters, the ways the classes [?12:19],  
 

[12:19] we all ask the class, and what they do,  

   



 

 
[12:23] There's a surprise.  

 
[12:25] This is, "Oh this is, I enjoy this class a little bit more than that class." 

 
[12:29] Even though I thought about it would be a little less interesting topic.  

 
[12:07] Because, maybe the teachers, because the features of activities, group 

work, field trip, videos, mastery goals..  
 

[12:46] There's other features of different strategies people find. 
 

[12:56] Okay, the second one, what about [?12:59] which we haven't studied.  
 

[13:06] (Students speaking) I just thought [?13:07] not very [?13:09] to be 
happy.  
 

[13:16] (Students speaking) Don't think she gave us that the really practical. 
 

[13:23] (Students speaking) I was like to say that more [?13:25] to be candid, 
so.  
 

[13:37] (Professor saying) Oh, that can be the right explanation.  
 

[13:45] It was very [?13:49], that actually [?13:53]. 
 

[13:57] We have to do our perception [?13:59]. 
 

[14:04] But they limit inability of it, basically. [? 14:05], how well you decorating 
(). 
 

[14:36] I didn't , I really liked the advice that those negative emotion of such 
[?14:41]. 
 

[14:41] First, I think they are beneficial.  
 

[14:43] There are times. 
 

[14:45] They would be afraid, angry, be disgusted, be distressed. 
 

[14:51] That's just the environments [?14:55] 
 

   



 

[14:55] Get rid of those and the focus is enhanced. 
 

[15:06] [?15:06], be open to experience, enjoy a cup of tea, "enjoy." 
 

[15:14] You'll be surprised.  
 

[15:18] If you are really set down with the focus, you'll really understand 
[?15:23] 
 

[15:28] How unbelievable [?15:30] that really [?15:31]. 
 

[15:41] All right, anything else on the [?15:43] psychology, positivity or the.. 
 

[15:48] What was still got the emotion of [15:49] about emotion, but we have 
talked about emotionship,right?  
 

[15:52] We did have positive psychology. 
 

[15:55] (Students speaking) I don't know exactly about the development of 
[?16:00].  
 

[16:00] (Students speaking) I think children are more proper to allow [?16:06] , 
because they don't know... 
 

[16:13] (Students speaking) They can't, they do less percept of environmental 
information than other persons. 
 

[16:23] (Students speaking) So I think that's the reason why children always 
lack science and [?16:31]. 
 

[16:35] (Students speaking) It's really difficult to adapt to adolescents to have 
constant emotion while there's other [?16:33] painting pictures. 
  

[16:50] (Students speaking) Because our course is development coordination 
so I think [?17:01] 
 

[17:14] (Professor speaking) The emotion and positive actions once we've 
talked about. 
 

[17:14] I think the recommendations about people's study [?17:22] 
 

[17:25] Very small.. every unexpected.. 

   



 

 
[17:35] And the [?17:36] something we will talk about later, we haven't talked 

about it yet,  
 

[17:41] is a very [?17:42] 
 

[17:48] (Students speaking) I especially realize expressions for better [?17:51], 
because usually people want it,  
 

[17:56] (Students speaking) and they don't really care what their emotions is, 
what they're feeling. 
 

[18:01] (Students speaking) So that means usually, in fact, a lot of people have 
some family gene [?18:08]. 
 

[18:09] (Students speaking) But if we try focus our emotions there are small 
stuffs [?18:15]  
 

[18:18] (Students speaking) so I think we have to learn how we pay positive 
attention to our emotions to ourselves, 
 

[18:23] (Students speaking) and then find activities and then I just turn the 
emotion [?18:31]. 
 

[18:34] (Professor speaking) Just practice. 
 

[18:35] How this class affect our emotion?  
 

[18:39] You'll hear the environments here, the evidences are... 
 

[18:43] The easy survival, for every once in a while, is slow. 
 

[18:50] What we do this means more interesting, right?  
 

[18:52] [?18:52] 
 

[18:59] As your heart doing, you know.  
 

[19:03] My favorite question is "How's your course are right now?" 
 

[19:10] But people are pretty remarkable. [?19:13] 
 

   



 

[19:18] (Students speaking) I am just curious about what characteristics 
change their mind [?19:22].  
 

[19:24] (Students speaking) It has changed while just one [?19:28]. 
 

[19:33] (Professor speaking) But that was so far, all we talked about is the 
aspect which generally diffuse [?19:38] on, and relatively stable.  
 

[19:40] Your move might not be much different now, 20 minutes after the class 
and then was 20 minutes ago. 
 

[19:46] You are not that changed. 
 

[19:49] So when you have a questionnaire, and various times, different 
confident [?19:52] have into emotions. 
 

[19:57] They don't know how quickly the environment changes. 
 

[20:00] Um, they can change so fast even though [?20:06] where you are not 
aware of I’d rather recommend that you don’t necessarily try but questionnaire. 
 

[20:14] You can…you need to step back with [?20:16] measures and 
observational measures  

 
[20:21] [?20:21] that would be much more interested in monitoring videos and 

[?20:26] for a read out of their heart break or the activity of their brain that’s 
their…to know their motional [?20:34] 

 
[20:36] Whether you know or not for those ten seconds you are [?20:43] afraid 

or deeply stressed, deeply hurt or something like that. 
 

[20:49] [?20:49] your body knew it, your brain knew, it maybe your [?20:52] 
 

[21:03] [?21:03] would measure them emotion [?21:04] 
 

[21:04] [?21:04] in times you don’t get this much in educational research,  
 

[21:07] you get it all the time in the psychology field especially [?21:12] but 
education [?21:14] all articles we have been reading here we’ve read this 

 
[21:17] But you get the impression and if you want to [?21:19] it to the [?21:20] 

you give students questionnaires you feel now. 
 

   



 

[21:24] If you are hard to [?21:25] in motivation in most of research you want to 
be really [?21:31] of self-recording?  

 
[21:34] and you use them only [?21:35] this is not educational psychology does 

today. 
 

[21:39] You use it only in secondary supplement you are more objective kind of 
indication.  

 
[21:45] so you want to make sure in each study that …like you don’t ask 

students about their achievement you measure the GPA. 
 

[21:52] You don’t necessarily measure [?21:56] writers in the classroom [?21:59] 
although because just through the evidence [?22:03]  

 
[22:04] it’s not that real environment [?22:06] but most of the time you just want 

to use your self [?22:12] for [?22:15] behavior [?22:17] 
 

[22:46] [?22:46] one topic efficacy we will talk about [?22:49]  
 

[22:56] …preference now this is uh for next few weeks we are going to 
…[?23:01] social [?23:03] and motivation is not going to be uh emotions or needs 
or something like that. 

 
[23:08] It’s going to be constructive ways for thinking [?23:11] 

 
[23:13] so motivation is kind of rooted [?23:19] in the [?23:22] of students 

thinking. 
 

[23:23] So if they think constructively they will be motivated. 
 

[23:27] If they think coward productively destructively, pessimistically then they 
will be [?23:35]  

 
[23:36] So where motivation comes from, how you change motivation, is going 

to be answering those [?23:41] 
 

[23:45] Change [?23:45]  
 

[23:53]  extra convince [?23:54] ways of thinking 
 

[23:59] Take pessimistic thought and [?24:01] change attribution  
 

   



 

[24:06] So here is just a flow to get an idea about [?24:08] thinking as if 
manufactures felt too motivation 

 
[24:11] so this is the five period the lesson begins and instruction continues and 

it comes to a conclusion. 
 

[24:17] Uh so the [?24:19] of class 
 

[24:21] Today we are going to ….got a table and some students are confidence 
some students are anxious about it some students have goals some students are 
[?24:30] it they don’t have goals I’d say I will do my best. 

 
[24:36] As the lesson goes on students should be competitive or 

uncompetitive[?24:37]  
 

[24:39] They believe they have a sense of control …master…progress of 
students…overwhelmed some students …regulating they are actively and 
consciously  

 
[24:50] how well they are doing how well they are thinking [?24:54] 

 
[24:57] They are making different attribution some …learning ……..controllable 

some are uncontrollable… 
 

[25:10] What it mean to me as a …I am not good in that ……….so…….if you 
want to have …..goal from disengage …..students to engage party….. 

 
[25:33]…judgment, …at least attributions, values, schemas, ………… 

 
[25:50] But the point is this uh how constructive is the … of your thinking…. 

 
[26:02] Okay that’s preface number one it will focus on the …of student thinking. 

 
[26:06] Preface number two is kind of aware of student’s thinking …this is 

mainly in terms of experiments to affect in these beliefs and expectations. 
 

[26:21] Or …so um students think …………place in obviously periods 
blahblahblah but in terms of changing thinking uh the social other people generally 
say it’s very difficult for the student themselves to change their own… 

 
[26:40] They need help, they need other things mentors, guides, teachers, 

coaches, ….for them … 
 

   



 

[26:54] To…emulate to show to give correct feedback, to give me a different 
way of thinking so I can try it out maybe take it all for myself. 

 
[27:05] So that’s what the phrase social cognitive means that other people, 

otherwise people, teachers, ….., are giving me tips on how to move my thinking in 
more constructive directions. 

 
[27:22] (Student speaking) What is … opposite to that ….every young child has 

….however …of belief young student …productive motivation… 
 

[27:53] (Professor speaking) Opposite might be fair, it’s …very different it’s 
apples and oranges. 

 
[27:56] this give not…social…support period …a lot of things you do. 

 
[28:04] I trust your thinking, I trust your forward….I trust your …I am being 

supportive and helping in whatever I can. 
 

[28:12] Here is a you are too pessimistic here your uh you keep value in 
something we are actually pretty valuable. 

 
[28:22] Let me …person would never want to go in if I…almost a definition ….is 

to go in and start changing the way people think. 
 

[28:35] We can even feel…that’s the p…that’s the ….you should change …now 
you are fixed, now you are okay. 

 
[28:44] …basic teaching coaching midterm ….uh it will get cognitive 

development from a social cognitive review even….temporary versions of the …all 
we are thinking is hard. 

 
[29:05] Uh cognitive development is hard it really helps a lot to have a wise …. 

When you are trying to ……….. 
 

[29:16] (Student speaking) How did you think in the one classroom of… 
approach and ….approach both are ….in one classroom. 

 
[29:29] (Professor speaking) But the question is that how do I intervene how do 

I help support constructive motivation in another person that the advice …you a 
really different they are apples and oranges and black and white… 

 
[29:52] It’s all uh overdue ….try to frame a reference it’s like the …and it’s a lot 

of similarities. 

   



 

 
[30:03] …with a…perspective …complicated, dissimulated, ….join…let 

them…with the…they had a course in educational psychology. 
 

[30:37] But what you need most is access to and the availability and 
willingness of an expert mentor. 

 
[30:47] …if you got that…here is a definition uh, this ..isn’t…definition. 

 
[31:12] Every article that are reven……of you is slightly redefined to change …. 

 
[31:24] But again the …to get the first word right uh we started it was expected 

there was anexpectancy…become a judgment a …what is this…it’s 
definitely…good looking what kind of …looking is this often… 

 
[31:50] oh well ........but the situation …and the judgment is I will show you the 

slide in a second but this judgment is this …how predictable, controllable, how 
complicated how difficult is the situation that I face…how much relevant resources 
do I have. 

 
[32:15] Skills, …strategies all these kind of …match up in this …judgment uh 

how I am going to quote… 
 

[32:29] So I use my …I think…if you are ,if you are going to study motivation in 
your life you take this book on your bookshelf I recommend …. 

 
[32:37] you go to a kid’s bookstore and… but uh ………that Ican, ….i can climb 

those hill and uh ….. 
 

[32:56] So……versus d…. is the opposite of …. 
 

[33:11] You always should ask on these motivational …..always ask yourself 
what’s the opposite….. 
 

[33:15] It’s often difficult… 
 

[33:23] Like I’ve been working with a research team right now what’s the 
opposite of structure. 
 

[33:29] I’m not going back there but …What’s the opposite of structure? Often 
it’s chaos. 
 

[33:39] I’m doubting that now…………….. 

   



 

 
[34:03] I’ll go back don’t worry uh, what structure is, I’m a structure teacher ok 

here are the expectations. 
 

[34:10] Here are the directions, here’s the schedule. 
 

[34:12] Here’s the goal, here’s the plan, here’s the strategy. 
 

[34:16] Everybody know what we are doing right? 
 

[34:17] Okay, now as you tried to figure out I give you help, assistance, and tips, 
and strategies, minders always [?34:26] by your side helping you try to meet these 
goals and expectations. 
 

[34:31] And while you are doing that, you struggle and I can give you a 
feedback, I give you analysis and I give you strategy and you work your way through, 
you meet the expectations. 
 

[34:44] So that’s structure. 
 

[34:45] Give me the challenge, give me the resources that meet the challenge, 
give me analysis …help and I make progress…… 
 

[34:56] Thanks for the structure made, I would have been lost, I would have 
been overwhelmed, I would have been confused, ……. 
 

[35:07] What’s the opposite of that? 
 

[35:11] ….it’s really close to chaos. 
 

[35:18] You said I am supposed to learn, motivate you huh? 
 

[35:36] Anyway if you watch …….feature who are not structures and something 
I might not …. 
 

[35:46] It looks more like uh neglect so I am working hard and then the 
teacher’s not …. the teacher’s doing something else. 
 

[35:55] Distractive, neglectful, uh not helpful, what’s not helping… 
 

[36:04] Not giving me tips of strategies, not with me on the test, …and go on… 
 

   



 

[36:15] The point is for all these motivation process we can ask yourself what 
the opposite is. 
 

[36:20] Mostly opposite of interest. 
 

[36:30] You are right, …….I don’t think that….. 
 

[36:43] (Student speaking) Indifference. 
 

[36:45] (Professor speaking) It’s not [?36:46] the opposite of the……. 
 

[36:55] If you can come up with the opposite you really get the sense but I 
know it’s …..right? 
 

[37:00] I know where it’s high, I know where it’s low …I only know when it’s 
there, I don’t know when it’s not there. 
 

[37:09] So you need to know, so if you watch these movies and of course the 
movies are these scripts so the environment really are perfectly controlled but you 
see these actors very confident no matter what comes their way. 
 

[37:26] They are cool, they are calm, they cope successfully, they handle the 
world no problem. 
 

[37:31] And they are always unemotional never panic, never stress, they 
always handle everything beautifully,  
 

[37:40] even though this chaos are all around them they cope beautifully and 
it’s happy ending. 
 

[37:45] You realize usually situation is often overwhelmed so what is when 
people can’t cope 
 

[38:02] (Student speaking) anxious? 
 

[38:06] (Professor speaking) …the antonym of …is…. 
 

[38:17] You could say I am not even measuring …I am just measuring… 
 

[38:21] If you have got no anxiety or you got a …or you got no doubt or ….. 
 

[38:42] ….the a assessment, the judgment, the balance between how well 

   



 

these match up,  
 

[38:50] these are the skills that I have, I am getting ready for my job interview, I 
am getting ready to teach a class,  
 

[38:55] and I’ve got experience, I’ve got an education, I’ve got ….of history, I’ve 
taught ……..before and …… 
 

[39:12] Things like, I’ve got all these experiences and all this knowledge and 
I’ve got strategies, I’ve got lesson plan with me, I’ve got uh, I know that if I get lost I 
can go next door I’ve got support over here, I got a half line, so this…is what I 
con….going into the plans. 
 

[39:30] The circumstances…..face, all about the teaching text that I face and 
I’m teaching one person or thirty five. 
 

[39:42] Are people prepared or they unprepared, are there special needs in this 
class or is everybody nonspecial…the first……are they interested or not interested, 
hundred different …… 
 

[39:55] One hundred different paragraph stick over there. 
 

[39:59] In your (39:59) efficacy maybe if you teach two classes. 
 

[40:04] this might be complex difficult class they cope with it is might be easy 
test even though you are the same person your (40:10) is very different because the 
circumstance change because the judgment you know (40:17) 
 

[40:20] we are going with three things circumstances. It is not destroying you 
know one of the questions on our team questions how is similar to, how is different 
from and three things will go to reliability so, concept (40:34-36) they need to 
comment how they different. 
 

[40:41] so first one is ability. Essentially, (40:45) have a sense of own head. 
 

[40:48] I have a social skills and I have all this kind of things of healthy teaching 
class and I have this skills of ability. 

 
[41:01] (Aesthetic) is not what you have. It is how you manage what you have 

so, judgment when you have cope giving you (41:09).  
 

[41:11] It is a baseball season. Go on (41:13)  
 

   



 

[41:13] when you think about it ability will be like the players on your team. 
 

[41:21] they will teach hit, deal things like that.  
 

[41:23] And (aesthetic) is not the players. It is the managers. 
 

[41:28] So, I am the dog out. These are making up the line up and making the 
teaching changes and set in the defense and all these kinds of things. 
 

[41:34] So, aesthetic more it is not the (41:35). It is not the (41:38) still manager 
and dog out. You still (41:41~49). 
 

[41:50] Okay, go. They can’t care. 
 

[41:56] One is topic of this article hypothesis of spender of fest driving. 
 

[42:02] he is lively interesting his easy (42:03)? Descript Latin America.  
 

[42:05] A lot of (42:06) just make up term and (42:09 nature) because you sit 
down your idea, so it isn’t concept (42:12). 
 

[42:13] But this is (42:13-42:16) what is the concept it is not hard conception.  
 

[42:23] (42:23-42:30) since that, so if you only change (42:31) underlying 
judgment because the circumstance is always becoming changes. 
 

[42:36] Therefore, you have to (42:39) recreate you since (42:42) because you 
have to recreate situation that you faced.  
 

[42:46] Even though you have job interview on different questions. 
 

[42:49] First, this kinds of interview you need to (42:52- 42:54) and then you 
went to the group test and then they asked me about (42:58) something else (43:01-
43:06) 
 

[43:06] And so (43:07) people help yourself and create and generate personal. 
 

[43:21] It is not a help for me well. It is about coping well. It is not about 
performances. 
 

[43:27] You don’t know evaluation (43:29) you made high (43:29). 
 

   



 

[43:32] That is not a point. The point is if you handle the situation very well and 
you cope if you have to challenge (43:37). 
 

[43:38] That’s definition people most don’t like this definition, but it is (43:43-
43:45) how does it coping.  
 

[43:55] Navigating the demands and navigating circumstance description ( in 
sense of challenge). 
 

[44:10] And this is idea (44:10-44:12) the point is this, look in this box how 
ways change. 
 

[44:20] Therefore, you have to manage your (44:23-24) update, change and 
providing because with the skills you suggest always change at all. 
 

[44:33] I have to pull up my (service) and emotion skills, public speaking skills 
and backgrounds of another skill. 
 

[44:41] situation changes and I need different skills and I need another kind of 
skills, so you constantly pulling up the (44:49) 
 

[44:53] so, the point this is always changes (44:56) skills you know is changed, 
therefore you got constantly managed just fit between (45:06~) 
 

[45:10] understanding (45:11) another person, I am going to teach you this 
(45:17) 
 

[45:20] I am going to show you how to do something on computer during 
teaching class and I am going to teach you, teach how to speak Korean, English 
something like that.  
 

[45:30] So, give this idea, let’s see, I am going to ask to everybody in this 
semester apparently automatic fast fascination (45:42~44)  
 

[45:44] Okay? Pick up topic and you make a 10-15 minute presentation (45:48) 
or test everybody about write a paper and test everybody manage and give to journal, 
some test like that and the question is that what do you expect that (45:58)? 
 

[45:57] if you teach the class and make a presentation if you submit your article 
to journal for patient this kind of happen (46:07).  
 

[46:11] I know having fourteen class when (46:10-15) class starts they watch 
the (46:17) 

   



 

 
[46:18] we might turn out get in from the bus and (46:21) first our telling you 

(46:25-34) that’s right. 
 

[46:36] how do you (infant) feel? (They were) in Inflection and I expect to be 
nervous (46:42) 
 

[46:45] I am afraid (46:46~) 
 

[46:52] there were skills evenly to tell the story to judge evidence another skill. 
All people pay attention to another skill to explain and answer questions it is another 
skill.  
 

[47:02] how affect do you think which one of these challenges and skills what 
you have and most important question is about because it is not (47:11) when they 
goes wrong you get in there teachers says up?(47:15) but make sure your time you 
have to make a fifteen minutes presentation (47:19) go. 
 

[47:20] I am going to (47:21) or they lose change or the Powerpoint is not 
working. 
 

[47:29] I got Powerpoint for my presentation.  
 

[47:31] I can do my presentation without Powerpoint. 
 

[47:32] okay, go! (47:33) 
 

[47:35] things go wrong or if you are going to presentation beautifully for ten 
minutes and so many raise their hands and (47:45~48:02) come back okay if you are 
worry about it things are going on a wrong, so you got to be able to (48:04) 
 

[48:06] so here is just understand for (48:09) ask you to (48:10) situation, here 
is the basic questions, so this is the same question on the top; (47:15) how do you 
feel, skills do you need, how effect (48:20) can you make a (48:21)  
 

[48:23] so I am trying to help you to construct thing I am trying to give really 
when you fear, your doubt and anxiety (48:33) I will give you confidence and efficacy. 
 

[48:33] that I want you to be confidence in this (my) class  
 

[48:37] and in this for language class in learning Korean class and writing 
Portuguese whatever you do (48:42~46)  

   



 

 
[48:46] so I say I have been teaching for ten years. 

 
[48:47] I know this is (48:51) what happen when I ask you during test, so how 

do you expecting you feel, what skills you need maybe you know this maybe teach 
most this when you make judgments, this efficacy and judgment how effective when 
you make a (49:05). 
 

[49:06] so go to you make this analysis and basically I will show you a couple of 
styles. 
 

[49:16] what I am trying to do is foot my finger on (49:17-18) I kind of find your 
figure, so I got the break (49:21) has down I will have a invisible skill and ask you 
how you feel and skills (49:26-30)  
 

[49:30] I am trying to find your (49:33-39) 
 

[49:37] okay, so this is saying, I am going to make you submit to journal and 
make up (49:45) presentation (49:47-48) sounds going to, where is it, I going to 
Vancouver and (49:56). 
 

[50:00] … I done was past was okay. 
 

[50:07] … I still kind of nervous, … go wrong… 
 

[50:10] That’s very wise….. 
 

[50:18] coworker and my friends .…. 
 

[50:35] why we made team?... 
 

[50:40] and somebody who tries to do work …. self-efficacy,… 
 

[50:46] There is a lot of fear … with a technology. …. Individual’s life 
 

[51:10] and there’re all these …. 
 

[51:27] I am ready for the presentation. 
 

[51:30] I …. just want to know how do that. I know …. I can do it. Not try. 
 

   



 

[51:52] Also, you know, during these  
 

[51:58] people have accents and I can’t really understand … softly 
 

[52:05] they often talk about ~ their Idea. 
 

[52:09] Then I don’t know  
 

[52:15] I can’t really hear what they say. 
 

[52:20] …. I don’t know, I can’t really. If you have the experience …. 
 

[52:28] so, it’s not language . 
 

[52:30] it’s really communication with other person 
 

[52:40] and then I can’t just really process the question. …. 
 

[52:47] I know why you are …. Instead of team 
  

[52:50] These all are teams. So ………….. why not. 
 

[52:57] if we can …. 
 

[52:58] social condition. 
 

[53:00] I know you can do… 
 

[53:04] I know also what…  
 

[53:08] I will show you…,I’ll … I’ll democrate ~ you watch me. ….  
 

[53:14] now, you try 
 

[53:18] I will going to you try, I’ll here. …. Feedback….. 
 

[53:39] I’ll show you where we go, I’ll show you………. 
 

[53:50] It’s kind of easy…… 
 

[53:53] and this, this is real problem……… 

   



 

 
[54:00] ………multiple strategies, really wise things to say……. 

 
[54:20] this is not problem to me. 

 
[54:23] this is problem to the situation everybody. 

  
[54:27] let me go ask question I really talk about it….. 

 
[54:39] not a better strategy, or better something…………….. 

 
[54:46] this all work on. 

 
[54:48] this all work on preparation and ….  

 
[54:59] more back and forth and. 

 
[55:00] social concerns about committing people. We never work on it. 

 
[55:04] Because fully confidence ……………… 

 
[55:13] something you afraid …. If you want to teach class. …………. 

 
[55:25] jump out air plane without p~ suit 

 
[55:28] it’s really sounds scary things.  

 
[55:30] if you want to travel by yourself …………. 

 
[55:35] where is the ~ confirm. 

 
[55:38] we will go to the ~. 

 
[55:40] find confirm things~ into your voice. ……… uncertainty 

 
[55:50] I don’t know how ~ works.  

 
[56:02] (Students speaking) … 

 
[56:05] (Professor speaking) so if you want to go travel to foreign land, …. 

 

   



 

[56:10] it’s unpredictable. I’ve never been …. 
 

[55:19] first time independent. I was very surprised to see…. There’s lots of 
surprise…. 
 

[56:38] if it is not major city….. 
 

[56:40] London have two hours to .. big town 
 

[56:48] now imagine I’m . 
 

[56:56] we have to go to airport to a train ….. 
 

[57:02] wich clubs? I can’t read the schedule. … when I get off… 
 

[57:15] you prepare like crazy 
 

[57:20] or you travel with a friends who have resource….. 
 

[57:23] you have some kind of resource, ……  
 

[57:35] because it’s exciting to travel to a new place. exciting 
 

[57:40] find airplane ………….. attractions. …………………  
 

[58:20] surprise… you have to switch….take off three hour later… 
 

[58:35] it’s very surprise. 
  

[58:40] ok now I’m stress.. I don’t know ……. 
 

[58:43] I’ve only got three hours … I cannot make it? … anyway/… good 
reasons you afraid of thing…… 
 

[59:10] here is the strong statement  
 

[59:11] I thinks one of the best statement. One of that……research…. 
 

[59:20] it makes very strong statement and it kind… pretty….  
  

[59:25] I don’t believe 100%, but I believe some percent …………….. 

   



 

 
[59:55] that’s pretty strong. 

 
[59:56] if it is true,….motivate us a lot easier. 

 
[60:00] You know, that is somewhat important. 

 
[60:03] Not so much in Korea, but in Korea....a lot of.... 

 
[60:09] If you are in [?60:10], how do I motivate or un-motivate them? 

 
[60:12] They don't come to school, they don't want being engaged by order. 

 
[60:15] Just they skip schools, they skip times, they are delinquent blah blah 

blah... 
 

[60:19] They just avoid school.  
 

[60:21] They don't like it, they don't want do that, and I put up with it... 
 

[60:25] Or it is.. just afraid of, avoid... they don't like interesting... 
 

[60:28] It could be avoidance, changes into avoidance in their approach, it 
would be simple as self-efficacy. 
 

[60:38] We have, we have... and this pretty powerful theory.  
 

[60:43] We think of it states there's a lot of world there  
 

[60:45] but the basic message is all sort of efficacy, anxiety, in fact, they are so 
related, 
 

[60:52] and if you raise one to the other. 
 

[60:59] Is that relationship that high? 
 

[61:01] Is it really?  
 

[61:01] [?1:01:03] one. 
 

[61:05] Not negative one? 
 

   



 

[61:07] Yeah, straight out examples. 
 

[61:11] (Students speaking) I'm a little confused, because I.... 
 

[61:15] (Students speaking) Is not very obvious that some in-efficacy causes 
anxiety?  
 

[61:19] (Students speaking) However, I think vice versa is more...um... certain?  
 

[61:32] (Professor speaking) Give me couple of examples. 
 

[61:33] A kind of anxiety doesn't necessarily mean low efficacy. 
 

[61:39] It implies that it is not a hundred percent, but it could be a high states. 
 

[61:42] So, it could be just so much on the line.  
 

[61:45] My future is on the line, or careers on high evaluations 
 

[61:48] from what my parents think of me, what I.. others think of me.  
 

[61:53] So, I am nervous just [?01:01:52] on the output. 
 

[61:56] You are confident to do it, but consequences just get severe. 
 

[62:01] They are just coping that consequences [01:02:05]. 
 

[62:08] (Students speaking) I'm thinking about the example of my weight hates 
flying. 
 

[62:12] (Students speaking) And I'm okay with flying and tries to... 
 

[62:15] (Students speaking) I understand how I have more efficacy, and she 
has a ...self inefficacy.  
 

[62:22] (Students speaking) And it is just coping... 
 

[62:24] (Students speaking) She doesn't think she's able to cope stress, 
reading text or something. 
 

[62:29] (Professor speaking) Yeah, that's what exactly I have to do, so let's 
break it down. 

   



 

 
[62:32] Plus, play by play, it could [?01:02:36] or fly, or afraid, afraid of so much 

that I don't fly. 
 

[62:39] It's better just to avoid it than I actually do it.  
 

[62:45] What will we have first?  
 

[62:47] Well, maybe go out of computer, or go travel agent, make a 
reservation.. 
 

[62:51] We go all way through exactly what we have to do to pull off a 
successive fly.  
 

[62:56] And then I.. good at sleep, but who?   
 

[63:00] The red light on this one.  
 

[63:03] I know that just "Get on the plain [01:03:05]" 
 

[63:06] Uh.. I think those ... how people's thoughts are... there is, I 
think...[?63:12], somehow... 
 

[63:17] Or the control to this fear that operate..people...attract things... 
 

[63:23] But we will go in just fine where this fear coming from.  
 

[63:26] They are maybe all sort of sources, or sometimes there is just one thing. 
 

[63:29] Like here, there are very much... 
 

[63:33] One thing that is remained.. 
 

[63:34] (Student speaking) But it is... all the cases seem to have there's things 
that I can do well, or not do well. 
 

[63:40] (Student speaking) But, for example, what is the person doing that if 
that they are.... 
 

[63:51] (Professor speaking) Well, this example are coping with externalities.  
 

[63:54] The situation. 

   



 

 
[63:55] The [?01:03:55] is just as important as to cope and control your 

thoughts. 
 

[64:00] If this disaster is kind of ...what happened after.. 
 

[64:03] They control your physiology to control your relationships and... 
 

[64:08] They control your internal thoughts and emotions and physiology, your 
heartbreak.  
 

[64:16] And your efficacy overall.  
 

[64:19] They just make what... 
 

[64:24] The reason I am so confident that we can, we could change our from 
inefficacious to efficacious. 
 

[64:31] It's just look objectively that how well the mass is cope with fly. 
 

[64:37] It's objectively, extremely safe very low incidence to the problems. 
 

[64:45] So, it's calling a control. 
 

[64:50] All of the person does believe for whatever reasons that we can't figure 
out.  
 

[64:55] It's different, I can't build up efficacy in the middle of the war.  
 

[65:00] That doesn't turn out well. 
 

[65:03] This is distinctive or maybe.. at least it's hard, or maybe impossible to 
cope with 
 

[65:09] when there is bombs are, people shooting at you. 
 

[65:11] I can't build your efficacy, get you encouraged to go to the battle,  
 

[65:14] but I can't promise you your survival.  
 

[65:16] Because there is a lot of [?01:05:19] of the plains. 
 

   



 

[65:26] This is, bit.. how far is .... 
 

[65:33] Just think all of the things go wrong, flying would be delinquent. 
 

[65:38] The least thing to happen is [?01:05:40]. 
 

[65:45] This.. uh, one studty...the commander, I won't go to the details but 
direct in the reading, 
 

[65:51] its two studies, the first one, I try to...uh... 
 

[65:54] First, here's the idea. 
 

[65:55] In order to build up your efficacy, it's not the talk. 
 

[66:00] It's not through persuasion, or they [?1:06:00] persuasion..but.. 
 

[66:06] They are same and there's believing it says that..  
 

[66:08] that there's uh.. belief is one thing in your oral acts and you are actually 
saying 
 

[66:12] "I can do it. It's coming in." 
 

[66:15] So... or you need, or can know that you got the skill. 
 

[66:19] "Oh, I can do this. I got the skill." and cope with our efficacy. 
 

[66:23] So what enables the study is work hard 
 

[66:27] refers ...snake-phobic and spider phobic. 
 

[66:31] Uh, you think these are tips,  
 

[66:32] Well, who's the most afraid, people I can find. 
 

[66:36] To test our theory, efficacy is the end of anxiety and fear. 
 

[66:39] Figure out anxiety and all those...extreme necessity. 
 

[66:44] So.. here's the.. "I got the gift before the coping skills.", the skills.  

   



 

 
[66:50] In order to match the challenge for fearsome object. 

 
[66:54] So the first study, he does it with active mastery. 

 
[66:57] I'm going to sit down like a tutor and teach you how to math, using 

computer. 
 

[67:03] I'm going to teach how to [?01"07:04] exactly how to review and cope it 
with this object.  
 

[67:09] And second one is model. 
 

[67:11] So you watch somebody who's really able coping with the fearsome 
object. 
 

[67:18] They just watch them and... 
 

[67:19] the same age, the same gender, uh... kind of how cares our 
experiences  
 

[67:25] that she can do it, maybe I can do it too, although we are different. … 
 

[67:31] She can do it, I can do it.  
 

[67:32] So that's the first..sort of... 
 

[67:34] Basically, what the for conditions are is the strength of the train. 
 

[67:38] If you get no training, that's a control group, or you get the little bit of 
training, basically, 
 

[67:44] or you get medium train or a lot of training uh... 
 

[67:48] In [?67:49] training and [?67:50] the training.. 
 

[67:51] How many skills , and what circumstances and all the sort of things.. 
 

[67:56] And basically here's the post training efficacy, with no training, 
 

[68:02] there's the exact same with the major of [?01:08:04] ,  
 

   



 

[68:04] with no training, little training, a lot of training, 
 

[68:06] people have this efficacy. 
 

[68:08] and then you measure theoretical, you measure your approach 
behavior, 
 

[68:14] the assistance on the base of diversity, and it even measures about the 
same way. 
 

[68:17] These are extremely strong effect if you have to effect this size. 
 

[68:23] for the ...four squares...like that. 
 

[68:25] It's very large. 
 

[68:26] They fundamentally found the movement here through..first, skill 
training, second through observation. 
 

[68:37] It's very powerful engines. 
 

[68:38] And I just noticed there's main facts that anticipatory fear and...is worse 
than actual fear. 
 

[68:47] That's, .. I can't believe it. 
 

[68:48] I mean the snake in your lab is kind of fearful....I think worse for people 
with imagination. 
 

[69:00] This is main education. 
 

[69:02] Article, but it's ..I like [?1:09:03]. 
 

[69:04] It's experimental, as a cause-and-effect, .. 
 

[69:09] Here's the basic idea that why educators are so excited of it ... 
 

[69:15] So it is.. what efficacy do.  
 

[69:17] This is the most [?01:09:19] of the article. 
 

[69:19] It's everything on the right.  

   



 

 
[69:20] This articles are head of our slides ..they are just like...linked..  

 
[69:25] The first thing, selections of activities, approach avoidance... 

 
[69:30] How to not drive airplane, how about travel alone to foreign country.  

 
[69:35] How not to prepare posters with a single page frame out.  

 
[69:39] How not take a math class...or not go to KU... 

 
[69:47] There are just too many.. 

 
[69:50] So that's the avoidance, we'll talk about that. 

 
[69:53] Effort and persistence. 

 
[69:54] It's just a classic motivation, how hard you try, how long you try hard.  

 
[69:59] And then, what's the efficacy is so good at? 

 
[70:03] Does it explain [?1:10:03]? 

 
[70:06] Have they try to cope... clarity versus confuse making.. 

 
[70:12] How much anxiety you're thinking ... 

 
[70:17] Here's the slides of each one of those. 

 
[70:19] A selection, it's just the first box, I think I got the selection effort...  

 
[70:22] There are three boxes in a row. 

 
[70:27] Um.. again, [?01:10:30] represents [?01:10:32] than I do. 

 
[70:33] I really recommend you to the article, all face-heading selection..or 

something like selection activity. 
 

[70:38] And here's the, some point I just wanted you to discuss couple of the 
things is... 
 

   



 

[70:43] efficacy have a lot of saying... whether we volunteer approach 
situations of voluntary avoidance. 
 

[70:50] Would you like to do next? 
 

[70:54] Why people say no?  
 

[70:55] They are afraid of [?01:10:56] 
 

[70:58] Why people say yes?  
 

[70:59] To ensure [?01:11:00] 
 

[71:02] But the... so the.. that's important , so vital... here's our development. 
 

[71:07] The development of phenomenon, it's just, just...you break your heart. 
 

[71:13] It's just a shame that people avoid [?01:11:16]. 
 

[71:17] How they retard their own personal development. 
 

[71:20] Nobody does two method of [?01:11:23]. 
 

[71:25] so I'm not going to learn foreign language. 
 

[71:26] I'm not going to get married,  
 

[71:28] I'm not going to travel,  
 

[71:29] I'm not going to whatever I'm going to safe,safe,safe,safe...  
 

[71:33] That' s how really progress my attention development. 
 

[71:37] How interested I can be, or people going to be.. 
 

[71:40] So, the shame. 
 

[71:42] I'm afraid of swimming so I avoid a pool. 
 

[71:45] I'm afraid of bay, so I just ... 
 

   



 

[71:58] If you do this depict, it's hard to say it's your own life, but you can say 
that the lives of other people 
 

[72:03] If you apply that on your life ... you just avoid that out..  
 

[72:12] So effort and persistence, the point is.. the same point with efficacy 
 

[72:19] of learning, performing or coping always [?1:12:21], always fought with 
setbacks difficulties, failures, obstacles etc. 
 

[72:29] So the question is "Do the difficulties and setbacks win? 
 

[72:36] Do they, how they offer other views smacked in your head. 
 

[72:41] And what's the point? 
 

[72:43] Versus, really counted out of you and your acquisition. 
 

[72:46] Not accept your effort, or can give up, give up to quit... and I don't know, 
 

[72:55] one of the most interesting part of [?01:12:57] article is… 
 

[72:59] You can [?01;12:59] through the class. 
 

[73:01] So the book of rejection of independent opinions around it... 
 

[73:05] Just pass the negative stories about rejection if you kept reading your 
articles, 
 

[73:11] Something is just.. happen... 
 

[73:15] [?01:13:15] 
 

[73:24] So, I've been... I was... give a try to myself, and just... to self. 
 

[73:28] So, manage... that's how people think.  
 

[73:31] Oh, I think I love stories about the beagles,  
 

[73:32] you have all kind of stories that it comes in them,  
 

   



 

[73:34] you'll be surprised and very...curious... uplifting.. 
 

[73:39] to know that this great people contribute on the beagles. 
 

[73:46] Umm, they are with all this contributions.  
 

[73:49] It's going to beat you hard, all sort of rejection. …. 
 

[73:58] Remember, one of the main says in there, all those give you Gertrude 
Stein, 
 

[74:04] for twenty years got rejections on whatever said.  
 

[74:09] It's impossible to persist for twenty years.  
 

[74:13] It's impossible.  
 

[74:14] Or you think about yourselves as an academic, and it would be 
published point, be published in your paper,  
 

[74:20] what if it takes you twenty years? 
 

[74:25] It's amazing... profession.. 
 

[74:31] I know everybody else would reject, but this is good stuff! 
 

[74:34] This is the point.  
 

[74:36] I don't know how to figure out, so... what [?01:14:39], whatever? 
 

[74:48] Quality of thinking and feeling is what we talked about for with a... 
mastery and the past... 
 

[75:00] And... strong sense of empathy, silence and all those distractions all the 
down..  
 

[75:04] and it allows you to stay task-focused..  
 

[75:06] Or the point is, in another final class, and I feel automatic efficacy that I 
can tell all this off well. 
 

[75:12] Then, I've got it right out of my head, I've got strategies in my head,  

   



 

 
[75:18] I ammonitoring audiences, looking for questions, looking for signs of 

disinterest. 
 

[75:23] I'm really managing the task well. 
 

[75:27] When I'm trying to do, how audience are reacting, I'm task-focused. 
 

[75:32] But if I'm inefficatious, all this drainage pop in your mind. 
 

[75:38] They will laugh at you... or if you fail, all this distracting thoughts that 
compete your attention and take you away from the task.  
 

[75:47] And get you to think about something else. 
 

[75:48] So if my minds are on something else, my [?01:15:52] professor thinks,  
 

[75:53] it makes you hard to attend to the audience and to remember the order 
of things you want to talk about,  
 

[76:00] and example you want to give on your slide. 
 

[76:02] You, you just forget that because I was thinking about something else. 
 

[76:05] Here's the thing.  
 

[76:06] And the emotion can do the same thing. 
 

[76:08] The worries, fears, the panic accelerate heart rate, driving you out, 
 

[76:14] can really distract your way saying 
 

[76:15] "Pay attention to me, pay attention to me" 
 

[76:17] Instead of the task.  
 

[76:18] And the efficacy allows you keep the flaws and emotions in the chip, so 
you can focus.  
 

[76:24] And in a good efficacy, the thoughts just [?01:16:28] out of control, and 
so do the emotions. 
 

   



 

[76:32] And it just involves the forms...if you want to call... 
 

[76:45] So all this efficacy is a very good creator of achievement, right? 
 

[76:48] Progress, its gains, achievement.  
 

[76:51] Because... it's its general coping style, of , of... approach set of 
[?01:16:55].. 
 

[76:57] Sure. of..... I'm trying to.. 
 

[77:01] Uh...I'll do my homework, I'll re-write the paper or whatever. 
 

[77:03] High effort revealing persistence. 
 

[77:05] The task focus thinking and feeling. 
 

[77:07] In general, we have this things [?1:17:10] somebody who does. 
 

[77:13] Or the social task, [?1:17:15] task, many tasks.... 
 

[77:24] And I don't have references .... 
 

[77:27] I got a mechanical problem with scanner, copy all the things, 
 

[77:35] they just [?01:17:33], they are all lost. 
 

[77:35] But Frank Pajares has a lot of research on the relationship with efficacy 
and achievement. 
 

[77:44] Both achievement and outcome broke the change. 
 

[77:54] Couple of things before wrap-up, I think it's kind of interesting to reflect 
a... 
 

[77:59] It's unrelated, this theory is unbelievably popular, everywhere you go, 
not just Korea but also in America or [?1:18:06]. 
 

[78:08] People read it like... efficacy truth.  
 

[78:10] So how about... why, compared to other theories, how it is easy to 
understand.. 

   



 

 
[78:15] If it feels like it's valuable, if it could... with long description about... 

 
[78:22] If you could just change how you think, you can change your motivation.  

 
[78:28] The problem is that all different people really underestimating how hard 

it is to change the way you think. 
 

[78:34] That's really hard. 
 

[78:35] But [?1:18:36] 
 

[78:36] It sounds like "Oh, all I have to do is ..." think differently. 
 

[78:40] It has important implications.  
 

[78:42] If you look at different measures in studies, they are really important... 
 

[78:46] It seems like a strategy for a way the outcomes are so much about. 
 

[78:54] And the fourth one, I like this part just because, 
 

[78:57] I noticed that beginners people they like....cycle 101.. 
 

[79:02] When they hear about empathy theory like theory just so much,  
 

[79:06] people who with [?1:19:07] in the study for generations, for generations 
actually... 
 

[79:11] Because it had a ... introductory in tool of basic level, it's an interesting 
theory. 
 

[79:16] It's the more you get to know it, it may [?1:19:20]...with what we talked 
about mastery goals. 
 

[79:23] It reveals more self as more reflex, uh....  
 

[79:25] It's all different levels that interest you. 
 

[79:29] Some theories are really interesting at first, and they kind of wear 
down... 
 

   



 

[79:33] And they don't need you to... they don't know much about it.  
 

[79:39] But this....components, one of those houses of five levels... 
 

[79:47] For those five houses root their rooms of enlightenment, what are those 
called? 
 

[79:50] (Student speaking) … 
 

[79:56] (Professor speaking) no, no, no... 
 

[79:59] All the martial arts movies, they have this house at the first level of it. 
 

[80:05] We have a challenge in the name of... and the second, and the third, 
and then the fifth level of... 
 

[80:09] You know what I'm talking about.  
 

[80:10] That's interesting thing, I don't know...  
 

[80:16] You don't know what the houses of life are.  
 

[80:19] It's really sort of like that.  
 

[80:20] I understand it in the first level... and I embrace it,  
 

[80:24] it's exciting and has lots of potential.. 
 

[80:26] And upon all, you understand it really deeply, it becomes kind of 
sophisticated levels. 
 

[80:38] Okay, that'll do.. 
 

[80:44] Okay, real faster than this, just for example you look at the slide and 
we'll take a break. 
 

[80:50] It's.. it's to me.  
 

[80:55] It's unbelievably frustrating that they don't have... 
 

[80:59] There should be hundreds of studies. 
 

   



 

[81:02] But you can't go find... 
 

[81:03] Like, people going to schools and have these interventions 
 

[81:07] these trains to build people's efficacy. 
 

[81:10] Get rid of mad anxiety, social anxiety, blank, blank anxiety. 
 

[81:15] If you, if you go with literally all that you could find studies. 
 

[81:19] There are a lot of studies from sources of efficacy.  
 

[81:22] Like coordination [?1:21:24] something like that. 
 

[81:24] But what about actually trying to intervene, and build this different..have 
experimental science. 
 

[81:31] You can't find it. 
 

[81:32] So this thing is really suspicious.  
 

[81:34] I'm not going to believe it until you can manipulate experimental sense. 
 

[81:40] You can take a low efficacy and through intervention rate.... 
 

[81:45] You can do that... 
 

[81:47] I believe, I believe that there's an important in this mention. 
 

[81:51] If you have, if you intend motivation in the... to manipulate. 
 

[81:54] But there is one study in 1909, it's really old, but it's such a good study.. 
 

[82:00] It's the only study I've ever seen really [?1:22:02]... 
 

[82:04] We can take low efficacy except [1:22:07]... 
 

[82:10] and educational setting. 
 

[82:11] Translate it to high efficacy. 
 

   



 

[82:15] This preface...We have to go on four sources. 
 

[82:18] This is so well known that we even don't going to do that. 
 

[82:22] I'll upload slides and I really recommend you read it through. 
 

[82:25] Uh, but I really want to emphasize this because in the [?01:22:28], 
 

[82:29] even [?1:22:30] says "I made a mistake" that efficacy comes into 
success feedback. 
 

[82:35] So they say "How do you build efficacy? Did you have succeeded?" 
 

[82:39] That's their, that's intervention how you build efficacy.  
 

[82:42] How you get experimental sense.  
 

[82:45] And that's on your efficacy. 
 

[82:46] It's not efficacy, it's personal control where it comes from coping 
competence.  
 

[82:51] So, you have, instead of success, you need to give them skills, 
 

[82:56] that they think competitive way.  
 

[82:58] They need skills, not positive effect. 
 

[83:01] Okay, if you go to the source of self-efficacy wawawa it’s very important 
that I think it’s in every article …..so I am going to go through it. 
 

[83:11] It’s the mastery experience, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, 
physiological states. 
 

[83:17] It’s an interesting thing ….physiology blahblahblah for this slide it’s not 
one …important that the sources are not equal by far the most important source of 
self-efficacy is personal behavior history skill training, I can do it. 
 

[83:31] That’s by …the best predictive the most …. Have you ………. 
 

[83:36] By …..experience to …..over with….the effective not as effective as this 
actually doing the skill, learning the skill but watching other people doing these. 

   



 

 
[83:45] Reads to and open this to try them yourself in personal behavior these 

two I must find very effective. 
 

[83:53] ……find them ….. 
 

[83:55] ….radically very important the practically…..I just ….on the first two. 
 

[84:04] ……………so here’s the mastery modeling program …seven steps. 
 

[84:12] This is from ……. 
 

[84:17] Here are the seven steps, ….go back and read….. 
 

[84:20] I think people are ready for…….. 
 

[84:27] The first thing you do is what we were doing uh few are 
questionnaire…interview identify where this fear and anxiety are coming. 
 

[84:36] And you know what it’s because you are a lifelong teacher, you are a 
master teacher, you are an expert teacher you know what …..teaching …..class. 
 

[84:46] You know this or your expert …is called ……but you are doing interview 
….their questionnaire for someway if you find the fear. 
 

[84:55] The skilled efficiency. 
 

[84:57] ……….so you go to this and first ………..and that’s what you work on. 
 

[85:03] So first thing they do okay I found a way you don’t have the skill that’s 
required by the challenge, you lack skill. 
 

[85:14] Here this is a woman who were so afraid that they were getting 
harassed or worse attacked on a streets of Sanfrancisco that they just ……..ran to 
the house, they would never go out at night, way too dangerous as you fear 
something. 
  

[85:34] And the big thing to do what if, and this was ……in the fear in 
Sanfrancisco it’s not like an eligible fear that somebody would attack. 
 

[85:43] Somebody would grab you from behind and just freak out, so afraid, if 
this happened to me I would panic, I would just have a heart attack, so I am just 
going to…. 

   



 

 
[85:52] If somebody …to the ground that would be even worse I would 

just…..so I would just don’t go out. 
 

[86:00] So okay the ………..situations. 
 

[86:04] Up here and now I will show you how to cope and how effectively if you 
are in the situations. 
 

[86:11] So you go through it …to the skill, now if it is a math class I am afraid of 
computer I am afraid it will bbbbbmb I don’t know bbbbbbbmb …supposed to make 
rather that’s why I am afraid of ……. 
 

[86:26] And then second thing you do is now you take, I will show you how to 
do it chuchuchuchu on the keyboard……….now you revise paper, you do 
the ......what ever it is and you would keep going until you can write a …or draw or 
paint or sing or whatever to defend yourself the way I showed you. 
 

[86:51] Until you can execute the skill correct the feedback ……correct the 
feedback….until you ……………remember ……………. 
 

[87:02] Now I taught you three different skills what to do if someone grab you 
behind, what to do if somebody comes up …..in your face, what to do if somebody 
….you to the ground. 
 

[87:14] Now I am going to give you a mild situation for all these things that 
might happen, I am going to give you a [?87:19] but very mild [?27:20] to see if you 
can do three things ……….do one when it just happens… 
 

[87:27] So what….okay I think …….somebody can grab me behind, now 
………. 
 

[87:39] It takes a lot of practice to pull the right skill at the right time……..i don’t 
………… somebody may grab you from behind, after wrong skill at the wrong time. 
 

[87:49] You need a right skill at the right time, so I need to practice, my 
management. 
 

[87:56] It’s been a very important part cooperate group work, if you get into a 
group where you have a marvely authentic situation, you have this guy rip 
………..dressed up…………and always head he looks funny….kicking and… and all 
this. 
 

[88:13] …….group and one person gets in a group and they try to ….very good 

   



 

at it and they forget what they do so they’ve got all the social sport where they get 
tips and modeling and encouragement and you can do that and  
 

[88:28] So the person who’s trying to cope gets help from their peers and the 
peers themselves get help by watching the model but maybe she does something 
really clever or effective or give me a tip I wouldn’t ………..that. 
 

[88:39] I will do if it’s my turn I am going to do that. 
 

[88:42] So that’s model…….again. 
 

[88:43] So you spend time with this group work, that people try to ride an sing 
and solve the problems, collect………..strategies, and things like that. 
  

[88:56] The ….states last thing you can now…….we are going to give you and 
offending situation. 
 

[89:02] We are going to have you work them on and now the guy in the pattern 
is not going to take it easy on it. 
 

[89:10] It’s going to be real, he’s going to yell, he’s going to grab him hard, not 
going to let go, if you try tripping he’s not going to fall, he’s going to be a better guy, 
he’s going to be tough,……………now we’ll see how you handle that. 
 

[89:22] You’ve got all the skills let’s see if you can pull it off. 
 

[89:25] It……a lot of corrective feedbacks, further modeling so you can handle 
not a water down version of the challenge like I am not going to evaluate the paper 
this time, but everyone the reviewers are going to evaluate the paper. 
 

[89:40] This is a real thing, …………..reviewers, for you are going to sing, not in 
front of me, a protective audience, you are going to sing in front of an ……a real 
audience, this is a real thing. 
 

[89:53] So we go to that and of course …….you will be ……..very hard to 
manage all this, so you need to practice and practice, ……….feedback……. 
 

[90:11] And finally we will work on skills if it’s important……………….you’ll 
be……….alright…more thing that the person………..training, models, ……..control, 
…..control, never panic, never get stressed, as they are always, …..they model….. 
 

[90:41] Interesting website on articles, resources, biographies, ……………….. 
We will talk about the self-concept, need for competence teaching it. 
 

   



 

[91:04] So uh …..five twenty……try to go there really fast, you’ve got the article, 
if you are interested ………five twenty o o 
 

[91:23] Okay, couple of things on efficacy different ….on couple of concepts, 
we’ve already ……..concept would be self-concept and also…….. 
 

[91:42] First, self-concept, what’s the concept …general.. of 
yourself……expectations……… 
 

[92:00] The self concepts….they used to think about it as uh people’s self-
concepts, but in educational because they don’t find that very useful, general self-
concept I have………..they break it down into domains as they find different domains 
are only …………… 
 

[92:22] Self-concept in English, language self-concept, Korean……for 
almost…….even believe………lots of people are high high, low low, ….. 
 

[92:38] So they break you down and dimentional structure where you got this 
general self-concept that no one studies anymore and you broke it down into major 
domains like relationships, math, science, atheletics …. 
 

[93:00] other areas like that ….and they like to work at this level rather than the 
general level. 
 

[93:05] So still making ………..biology,…..and if you just ……of yourself….your 
representation of yourself……experience… 
 

[93:27] Her ……..research in there and ……….the structure of the self-concept 
….article……. compares….so on the left it’s just these general statements, what you 
do do…. 
 

[93:54] I am a good teaching and I am not so good at dance…at 
least……comparison, I am pretty good at this……. 
 

[94:06] And it relies on reflecting………and it’s just…making judgments, 
reflecting on the evidence, making social comparison, weighing everything, 
considering everything, ….generally I think I am pretty ….I am worse than… 
 

[94:28] That’s what other people say about me……….and I think that 
……..efficacy generally relies not on social comparison……do compared me and 
what other people think of me……….but on over ………..I meant to achieve this level 
of …….and I am able to or not able to and ………..mainly you in the past. 
 

[95:04] Can you do this…although um I wish I had this um they over met a lot 

   



 

more than the people that’s they make me kind of uncomfortable how much of the 
two van diagrams overlap each other. 
 

[95:22] In fact I wonder if they are really same thing or different things like we 
had a ……..and self-concept are those two different things or are they one thing? 
 

[95:36] What do you think? Should we draw one circle or two circles? 
 

[95:41] One for ….one for self-concept. 
 

[96:05] Here’s another one, what if we draw self-concept and self-efficacy  
 

[96:08] are they same thing or different, are they two circles or one circle, they 
are probably two circles, but how much do they overlap? 
 

[96:19] …concept they overlap so much they remind me of some,  
 

[96:25] what about the…usually…exception…. 
 

[96:35] so I would ….means bombs…but this is what the handout is it’s two 
slides, first is reference, reference seriously….article authors and the very top of the 
page that’s where the journal reference is if you want to go look this up. 
 

[96:53] Educational psychology review, I just copied a couple of papers ….the 
second table is …… the first one is difference in concepts. 
 

[97:03] If you go to the table one, you know this if you look along the ….first uh, 
maybe….co worker I can’t pronounce her name, ………………….. 
 

[97:10] (Student speaking) 
 

[97:30] (Professor speaking) That double A makes a weird sound. 
 

[97:39] They’ve done the hard work, they thought about the tin diemntions on 
which we can compare the …these two concepts, …they’ve done the hard work for 
you. 
 

[97:47] But then look across the columns how much overlaps on these 
tin……….is …………….thinks …….these tin………but uh in what way are they 
different? 
 

[98:06] How are they meaningfully different?  
 

   



 

[98:10] Where so meaningfully different that it’s useful to talk about one rather 
than the other. 
 

[98:17] No no no I don’t study the concept ……….it may stand out that the 
different sheet…… in your mind. 
 

[98:34] I think there is two or maybe three big ones and time is huge. 
 

[98:38] Or time ………now they say well past versus future but the bottom line 
on self-concept it’s me in the past, how well……….in the past. 
 

[98:54] How well have I done in the past, efficacy is me in the future, how well 
will I do. 
 

[99:00] Given the new opportunities, It’s future origin, how well will I do. 
 

[99:08] How that difference between how I’ve done in the past, wouldn’t you 
just copy? Wouldn’t you just say that’s what mastery beliefs are all about. 
 

[99:17] I’ve never been ………past therefore I will do it in the future so they are 
same thing right? No because the situation is fundamentally different this time than 
the last time. 
 

[99:29] It’s a different job, it’s a different class, it’s a different stress, it’s 
……………. How well will I do is a different answer how well I’ve done in the past. 
 

[99:47] Because the situations change. 
 

[99:54] How about these examples, I’ll say first time I was married it was 
divorced so that didn’t work out, but the next marriage will work out,  
 

[100:05] I am very optimistic, I can handle, I can cope with ……so people have 
fundamentally different beliefs about the future and about the past. 
 

[100:15] I failed last time, but I believe I will succeed I always fail but not in the 
future. 
 

[100:24]  ….I think I ….time….i jumped out of this…so those are eight and 
nine,,,it’s hard to change, once the self-concept is stabilized, it’s really hard to 
change. 
 

[100:45] There’s a lot of research ……..on self-concept change and it’s really 
hard. 

   



 

 
[100:52] What’s person believes I am good, I am bad at something, it is hard to 

change. 
 

[101:01] People try all the time, ………it doesn’t work, it’s a very complicated 
process for self-concept to change. 
 

[101:14] ……….now, although I still put it , I put it on the way of efficacy 
research to do this research to show that is ……..manager controlling……. 
manipulating the high, medium and low levels.  
 

[101:30] Kind of ………..but the ………high figure…….low 
figure………experiment…….but still ….teachers told me…I believe ……see if your 
studies…..manipulate..if I know them……..experiments in the classroom, which they 
took on a fear a phobia or doubt, anxiety, and ……….. 
 

[102:33] I mean …..how hard …..ever did it………………important piece of a 
problem… 
 

[102:52] So if you get stuck on papers……..educational……………. 
 

[103:03] Anything else? Structure? …..eight to nine uh kind of make the case 
uh yeah these are different. 
 

[103:22] Well …number two, you believe those are different or the same, 
receive confidence…..received confidence. 
 

[103:33] They are just educated to play with words or are they really different, 
discuss ………what do you think? 
 

[103:45] And …..that kind of ……are these questions different at the bottom uh 
receive confidence versus receive confidence in tables… 
 

[103:56] if you will fill out a questionnaire would you fill out the same circle five 
of both of these item or are they different? 
 

[104:20] Different? 
 

[104:28] Is it just that one’s global and one’s to….situations ……….that’s the 
difference or something else? 
 

[104:37] So is it one ………I am a good writer ….person……..saying was 
…….of writing and I am good ………………….. 

   



 

 
[104:50] This situations that are challenge……writing or is this confidence 

different from………. 
 

[105:09] (Student speaking) ………………………………………….. 
 

[105:30] (Professor speaking) so what would be wrong if I was doing a self-
efficacy study and I had questions that I asked about your ability and domains. 
 

[105:38] What would be wrong with my studies? 
 

[105:44] Can I just assume that the past ……….? 
 

[105:56] (Student speaking) self-efficancy is………………………….. 
 

[106:23] (Professor speaking) Okay so the questions even more than how 
confident are you that you can. 
 

[106:29] What you have to (this five) to cope with. 
 

[106:30] how confident are you and you can answer (46:33) questions in the 
math class. 
 

[106:39] It is different from (106:42~107:11). 
 

[107:12] Okay, we need one more (107:13-16) separate thoes but in the nature 
of class you guys raise questions and play with this song. 
 

[107:21] If you really want to answer you are going to have to go into figure out 
(107:25) in your article (try to ) follow up since (107:29~) 
 

[107:33] is it a lot more answer the question at least we raise your hand and 
play with the song. 
 

[107:37] there is another reason is to ask about need for confident to cope with 
already slow and self-cfficacy (107:45) 
 

[107:47] basically, I will make the distinction (107:53) challenge is different 
versus confidence when you are (one of ) test you trying to master. 
 

[108:04] One is kind of…………… 
 

   



 

[108:11] so the big differents I will make is you don’t really care what activity 
the person pursues. 
 

[108:18] you will just like to see them in energetic (108:20) motivate (108:21) 
engaged (108:23)  
 

[108:24] I will give you (108:25) I don’t care what do you (108:27) I will just like 
to see you taking on challenges and kind of (108:32) 
 

[108:33] and then you one of you need to have confidents as the motivated 
and general refuge kind of 22 motivation explores and master challenges, 
 

[108:45] pursues if you are interested specific class I really worry about how to 
speak anxiety, talk about stranger…. Teaching anxiety specific kind of test. 
 

[108:52] then what you are interested in would be….specific domain. 
 

[109:04] even though you have been imagined with the same way it they are 
very simple conception, but they have inner functions hoping very situation pacific 
maybe.. behaviors specific … 
 

[109:23] lots of different thing to satisfy need and comment… then more and 
more specific you get your question area… 
 

[109:39] okay, answer them and just raise on them about the three big issues. 
 

[109:45] if you are going to take seriously…and need the comment, concept 
and ability. 
 

[109:59] so here is good example, teaching ability versus teaching efficacy are 
very different. 
 

[110:06] first all these things teachers are afraid them. 
 

[110:10] this is um..teachers in the first to five profession, so this what you 
afraid of, I am afraid of sneaks you asked then teachers when they are afraid of 
these kinds of that saying. 
 

[110:26] this is a..I wish… different nations and raise you west things like 
this…teacher sprite..at least first five teaching…they are afraid of…..they will be 
aggressive kids.. they are afraid of fights students engagement and cant motivated… 
 

[111:01] I am afraid of special needs. What if I have special job and class, what 

   



 

about electric efficiency, what about… 
 

[111:16] one of friends in my graduated school and… first job to very 
good…very confident very first job with the Yale university and the school… 
 

[111:31] you got to put.. really challenge you as you struct each top 
classes…which go to.. and a lot of kids are deaf and blind also. 
 

[111:51] have you teach somebody all the students are blind and deaf? …. 
 

[111:58] this is a program..um..I have been also said…there is none.. you guys 
are seeing extreme examples, but if you go to US class I don’t think it is been true. 
 

[112:10] I have been to three class lecture and this kind of away it change you 
but if you go into the class in the US…and there are kids with specialists. 
 

[112:27] here, what is specialist needs in Korea and in our classroom here? 
 

[112:34] what are you talk to three? 
 

[112:37] it really makes students different. 
 

[112:39] and you have to change and (112:42) your structure in order to 
provide…. 
 

[112:48] I think the last one here is the most ADHD. That is what t I want most. 
What else? Anything else?....... most teachers think about it…worry about it. 
 

[113:04] you know what is the most challenges is who you are teaching. 
 

[113:13] (Student speaking) in some occasional teachers worry that their 
students dropping out and smoking. 
 

[113:04] (Professort speaking) you know the most challenge comes out who 
you are teaching. 
 

[113:25] that is the smoking and dropping out will be motivating and smoking 
would be undesirable behavior…… 
 

[113:44] I don’t make it a test and I don’t like to evaluate that 
cases……………..it is kind of hard 
 

[114:04] so, you should get some idea. What teaching is might be afraid of? 

   



 

What will they be nervous in the classroom? What will they evaluate 
themselves……………….. 
 

[114:22] here is definition.  
 

[114:23] okay, judgment. Teachers get confidence……………teachers situation 
will outcome like learning and comprehension and graduation…………….desire 
outcomes and when I am teaching the way that I can produce…………I care about ..i 
think the most challenge…… 
 

[115:02] okay, the definition a little known to take just ability (115:07) that 
classroom is simple, routine and descriptive very productible and very manageable 
you can know what is going to be (115:18) 
 

[115:21] most teachers (115:23) I can do that. I can do that. 
 

[115:26] one day (115:27) question when they enough have confidence I say I 
can do that teaching is not big deal….  
 

[115:36] However if the things are going to wrong their confidence begins 
(115:39) and things what it goes to wrong this kinds of things happen…….it really 
disrespectful, trouble makers , students are unmotivated and oversleep and they got 
specialist. 
 

[116:00] and of course it is all new when you are first or second teaching 
………so you have this from the journal article the second one(116:10) not at all the 
scale is in the (116:16) yourself say…………..back to the article.  
 

[116:20] this is how they designer questionary and of course response very 
(116:26) these concerns discipline and engagement and have to (116:35) 
 

[116:38] you have got this (116:38) questions of management, engage 
motivation and the third factor it wasn’t special needs and wasn’t assessment 
(116:46) strategy. 
 

[116:48] you know they (116:50) strategy in here it is kind of (116:52) 
 

[116:52] they don’t have any special needs, but they do have three or four 
factors (117:00) assessment never strategy like walk or running (117:04~) 
 

[117:08] so here I am so, how much can you do? How much confidence do 
you have? How much control when you (117:15)? And then it is a destructive 
behaviors following rules (117:19~) students step by step  
 

   



 

[117:29] motivate interested believe in their efficacy, evaluating………… 
 

[117:53] some of you, this is hard of efficacy or something elses (117:54) 
worrying somebody, anxiety (117:58) is it missing something for? 
 

[118:21] relationship with students, right? I think have four factors I think I can 
test maybe relationships becomes.  
 

[118:29] relationship with students is a real matter as (118:31) relationship with 
their parents and relationship with their (118:36) 
 

[118:39] you know the (118:36) better than (118:40) at least principle more 
than (118:44) structure is very important (118:45~) 
 

[118:50] we worry about that. What if I have unreasonable , inflexible and 
demanding you can satisfy this guide or principle that those make me nervous 
(119:03~) 
 

[119:07] in a classroom as suppose to you are teaching in a classroom it is 
about discipline, motivation and (119:12~19) they didn't have a reference for that... 
all these measures have efficacy in one place 
 

[119:29] if I wave, ... , how strange ,... , go over there and if you go on a 
teaching every ... 
 

[119:45] Here just a slide that study, how interesting enough to show who after 
to serve worry, anxious about the test of teaching below my efficacy.  
 

[119:54] So, the more I concerns it is kind a like anxiety and opposite efficacies 
that is studies kind like concerns and worries are opposite efficacy. 
 

[120:06] so, about being as a teacher about a test of a teaching, and about the 
impact, how really help the students to learn and understand math, master foreign 
language we can really have impact on progress and develop anything.  
 

[120:23] so impact the task of teaching are property of learning and myself 
(120:27) and these of things (120:30) recognize sweat?? I'm so concerned about so 
many things really drain my efficacy. First in the, these are concerns. 
 

[120:40] First in the, these are concerns. I'm fine. I can do all these tests.... 
have impacts on students ... 
 

[120:52] I don't know also kind of (120:55) efficacy the way to venger?? 

   



 

reported about it they treated one thing should be treated as three should they be 
efficacy in this domain and efficacy in that domain.  
 

[121:16] one domain's specific clears ... more error predictably. .....all theses 
said that the measure itself one ...except north?? ......... 
 

[120:29] all just I have the references they see me on this subject. It's harder 
than (121:34), but these are something ... if you measure efficacy and then you 
measure the other things what it predicts, what is associated with pretty important 
stuff that makes something important enthusiasm and (12pers1:47) persuit living and 
passion ...?? these things are going to  cup out (121:52) help you learn back ... 
education like in the US the drop out rate unbelievably (121:59) 
 

[122:02] I don't know where it is like? in Korea because high sad 
professions? ... if you are really hard for the profession here. I imagine drop out rate 
much less. 
 

[122:10] The way you think after 3, United States how many case of teachers 
have you lost in space?  I mean dropout, there I'm going to (122:17-19) to 
percentages, there the some imagine 3 years of 5 years. 
 

[122:31] It's fourty by fifty or three years to five years all ..if you are…... there is 
unbelievable you join professor have to people make……. 
 

[122:46] ,um, that's the kind of thing commit the teaching (122:47) a lot of 
studies tried to predict one (122:52) and why.  
 

[122:52] There's lots of .... people……….. 
 

[122:59] how opened ideas and do, ah, teaching (123:03), 
so…………..teacher…. our cooperative learning and people every face saying "oh 
that might have been up to my teaching spend skills and hope in service train.  
 

[123:20] For satisfies and questions ... pure efficacy and efficancy assistance? 
ah ... I don't blame my students. 
 

[123:28] let's say thing they have an impact on students. 
 

[123:31] If they change their structure, they will change the result, they believe 
that there are a lot of control, over the students knowledge(?) and give a low efficacy, 
they don't have much impact on the student's ... student's fault.  
 

[123:42] They are not motivated they are smart... relation in such a 
circumstance.  

   



 

 
[123:50] So these are pretty important thing...it just ....... 

 
[123:54] I think it's kind of interesting that people on development (123:56) 

efficacy. 
 

[123:59] Ah, it is pretty predictable. Um I just... work .........studies  show of .... 
from the bottom. 
 

[124:09] generally, people are going to be inhasitant and there are unsure, I 
don't how to going to do. 
 

[124:14] I just want to (124:15) water real?, I just, I don't like teach, I don’t want 
to watch teachers, they give you the classroom like waiting ... with troubles in the 
water,  
 

[124:26] but generally their experience... efficacy, teaching efficacy personal 
teaching efficacy increase during, ah, pre-service teaching training, ah, taking 
classes, and business school, and their students teaching experiences are really 
actually here is one semester if you have ... one semester ... 
 

[124:47] ….second question is why is efficacy falling in a rock in your falson? it 
just like reality show ……terrible teacher I remind of this. This is hard.  
 
In a reality show, they lose their confidence (125:04~) really testing your identity... 
and chances set back? ... first year ... at least second years sometimes it takes 
second year and then gradually ...this is goes like this. 
 

[125:22] and the falls gradually goes up and humiliates (125:26) career 
where…. 
 

[125:29] There little evidence of the end of ... 
 

[125:41] you know about efficacy now. Why? Think it's that like why... is 
teaching efficacy .... lies ... teacher preparation in student's teaching? 
 

[125:58] ... You may ... efficacy bender? robert? bender? how do you 
explain..... 
 

[126:20] Taking all these classes, visiting schools, ah, teachers, taking tests, 
keep diary like self experience somehow my efficacy, comments.... future teaching 
will grow. 
 

[126:42] all these cause of education do it?? ... efficacy 

   



 

 
[127:09] That is true. We don't show on the typical teacher. 

 
[127:11] We show you a model teachers.  

 
[127:15] efficacious?, cope with anything cool? (127:18) you experts you 

should? emulate the expert…. 
 

[127:24] we take you? we select? the question? that we show you, ...... that is 
a lot 
 

[127:35] Learning and mentoring and discussion and reflection and secure 
based training and the trying things out.  
 

[127:46] Ah, building an knowledge… 
 

[127:52] A researching of the test? ...learning works and this is how ... works, 
this is what it predicts and this how do it. 
 

[128:00] here we all ... this is a good strategy and analytic do it, and it works, 
might be world, ......... 
 

[128:12] But ....  first year may your second year your teaching, there's a 
crash, ah, I will say here the first job I had in department of educational 
Psychology……university of Wisconssin in Milwaukee and Ah, I was very surprised 
and learn, but, this, they changed the curriculum but it had the students in their first 
year that if they go into diversity..... difference they go into the schools, and absorbed 
the classrooms, and know what the profession is .... at least in the work.  
 

[128:49] Because use the teacher,…….. female at the classroom ......... and 
the it just .....……… 
 

[129:00] ….so what’s happening evolusion so many … but… of course in your 
teaching … education and anyone have no idea what’s happening in this classroom  
 

[129:35] it looks good idea in theories we gonna practice …….. 
 

[130:05] First, ~ have in school you have nice ~ your teacher …. Resources 
first year teaching 
 

[130:26] if you have people have first year~ I think very often ~ confidende,  
 

[131:06] ... develop skills challenges that you know  

   



 

 
[131:18] and people develop ~ strategy 

 
[131:25] that is not a elementary school, middle, high school  

 
[131:35] after all ~ is very important  

 
[131:43] so many teachers have dropped out 

 
[131:50] profession ~ they just not to the ground ~difficult decision  

 
[132:02] is there question about ……. 

 
[132:20] (students speaking) people ~ about  

 
[132:29] (professor) I think before ~ experience because you tried here and 

you want to master. That was chaos ~ diffusion ~ classroom  
 

[132:40] ~ act even before mastery experience ~ this kind ~ training and 
development skill and  
 

[133:05] typically ~ that doesn’t work ~ keep trying and finally they would come 
up with ~  
 

[133:42] (students speaking) would you explain to be explained by … 
experience failure … so I doubt .. only using this concept .. not explain ~ kind of 
interesting motivate  
 

[134:29] (Professor) I agree ~ look at it.  
 

[134:35] In first year teaching ~ rejection ~ the difficulty in teaching is 
continuously founding you ~ 
 

[134:54] and as a strategy ~ pain and in order to ~ something like this ~ and 
they have to do something about .. ~ experience. 
 

[135:17] cause ~ your value and this ~  
 

[135:35] (students speaking) 
 

[135:37] (professor) ~ professor. nobody saying that I just played out really  
 

   



 

[136:00] Is this descriptive ~ in active in  
 

[136:05] (students speaking) in my experience ~  
 

[136:14] (professor) full time? okay 
 

[136:15] (students speaking) ~  
 

[136:38] (professor) I don’t know personal but maybe you are very well trained, 
very well prepared  
 

[136:51] (students speaking) at first, I also try to ~ and  
 

[136:58] (professor) interest ~  
 

[137:00] (students speaking) about one month,  
 

[137:05] (professor) one month, .. I think the…   
 

[137:54] (professor) if you have .. students, … students will ~ very typical .. 
and students will persuade teacher . as a …  
 

[138:35] your teacher is very smart … state 
 

[138:48] that consel.. relationship.. student management, destructive behavior 
…  student engagement … all the big problems. 
 

[139:14] so possible, in your … this kind of typical course ~ like that. Where is 
the down ~ this very important  
 

[139:48] how the efficacy affect this curve ~ strong efficacy  
 

[140:20] (students speaking) 
 

[140:40] (professor) yes ~ called ~ it doesn’t take you to ~ year five year down.  
 

[140:50] you doubt yourself today, but tomorrow morning. Okay I’ll ~ try again. 
 

[140:58] I’m not going to teach ~ I try to ~ 
 

[141:05] you lost it but you can came back. That’s what efficacy does.  
 

   



 

[141:10] lose it and snap back …. And some cases it takes  
 

[141:44] maybe you didn’t feel like this. ~ snap back quickly  
 

[141:58] but it need to explain this. You need to explain snap back, and you 
need to explain that 
 

[142:10] understand efficacy and if you really understand you should do ~ 
experiement,  
 

[142:45] that ~ very important okay 
 

[143:13] (students speaking) I just thinking of … but in that situation  
 

[143:40] (professor) ~ situation, this is teaching at the very logical way  
 

[143:50] (students speaking) but making   
 

[144:05] (professor) it could be, it’s a ~ question. So we can measure a ~ 
concept  
 

[144:35] (students speaking) I think … if I …. Proud of myself… this kind of… 
their hard work religious  
 

[145:50] (professor) how about teacher efficacy ~ like efficacy this kind of 
these aspects anymore ~ behavior ~ motivation concept 
 

[146:50] it predict selection, predict ~ systems, predicts thinking and feeling ~ 
compacity  
 

[146:45] that’s what kind of frustrating  ~ control over making ~ 
 

[146:50] imagine, this would be good motivation pcychologist ~ 
 

[147:00] if you have ~ construct control make people up and down ~ control 
and explain~   
 

[147:25] pretty sure on that psy   
 

[147:35] one last question I would like to ask is a from non-educator but 
always. Let me   
 

   



 

[147:50] they say if you build up people ~ and that makes a efficacy and the 
efficacy will predict ~ function ~ build up their skills   
 

[148:10] and that’s motivation explanation ~ skill it make people more skillful ~ 
understand ~  
 

[148:35] is efficacy is important above ~ self concept self confidence 
something like that 
 

[148:47] is another concept out there. It’s very important motivation  
 

[149:15] one section here called page 180 it just only couple of paragraph.  
 
 

[149:35] exercise and agency~ outcome so this is ~ it together coping or 
control over your behavior what you do control over outcome so if you one thing I 
can write good papers  
 

[150:00] but the another thing ~ environment might papers grade well I don’t 
like writing papers but ..  
 

[150:15] so this two efficacy can you do, can you cope that’s what ~ today. 
 

[150:20] the second one is what you cope is hang out can you control 
outcomes ~ that’s what the controller believes and you can you control the world and  
 

[150:50] …? 
 
 
 

   


